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ABSTRACT

- Self-driving cars are no longer a futuristic dream. This technology is said to enable aging or disable people to drive around without being dependent on anyone while also mitigating accident rates due to human error. We are analyzing people’s opinions about self-driving cars to generate a summary describing the sentiments of the buyers which will help these skeptical buyers in deciding if they would like to invest in a self-driving car.
- The Text Parsing and the Text Filter nodes in SAS Enterprise Miner allow us to analyze the most common as well as rarely used terms with additional features like spell check, synonym grouping and concepts links.
- The Text Cluster enables grouping closely related terms into similar areas like technology advancement, robotics, safety aspects of driverless vehicles and so on.
- The Text Rule based node in SAS Enterprise Miner and Statistical models in SAS Sentiment Analysis Studio is used to classify more than 7,000 opinions voiced by people on the Internet about self-driving cars.
- Smoothed Relative Frequency and No Feature Ranking model was selected as the best model with overall precision of 70.44%.

PROCESS FLOW

Detailed process structure followed for analysis using the nodes in SAS Enterprise are shown in Fig 1.
- The excel data is converted into SAS dataset named SDC_DATA_MODEL where each observation is an opinion. This dataset is then used in the SAS Enterprise Miner project to perform Sentiment Analysis.
- The data is partitioned for training (70%) and validation (30%) purpose using the Data Partition node.
- Text Parsing and Text Filter nodes allow cleaning the unstructured text data and use spell check option along with synonym grouping.
- Text Rule Builder node allows analyzing the opinions and test the accuracy of predictions made by the model to assign them as positive or negative opinion.

TEXT PARSING AND TEXT FILTER

Text Parsing
- Text Parsing node is used to clean the unstructured data by changing the node properties like standard for ‘Find Entities’, ‘Detect different parts of speech’ is set to No and ignoring abbr, prop and num the parts of speech.
- The frequency document matrix generated allows to understand the terms kept and dropped by the node and also tells corresponding frequency and number of documents in which it appears.

Text Filter
- Text Filter node provides the functionality to eliminate the less frequent and irrelevant terms using the interactive filter option in the properties panel.
- By enabling the Spell Check option in Text Filter properties panel, the misspelt word are corrected as shown below in Fig 4 ‘problem’ to ‘problem’, ‘best’ to ‘best’, ‘automous’ to ‘automous’ and so on.
- We can also group the terms with same meanings manually by using the interactive filter. As shown in Fig 5 the terms car, automobile, van, vehicle, etc. are grouped together and represented as term ‘car’.
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TEXT CLUSTER
- Text Cluster node shows the grouping of terms belonging to a certain topic.
- Using the Expectation-Maximization Cluster Algorithm, 7 clusters are obtained having well distributed frequencies except for cluster 4.
- Cluster table describes different clusters as shown in Fig 6. Cluster 7 shows the excitement in people while Cluster 6 talks about technology changes and Cluster 4 describes the happiness of work done on this innovation.

CONCEPT LINKS
- Concept Links provides an overview of association of the term at the center with the other terms in the document.
- The strength of association between the linked terms is shown by the width of the link.
- In the Fig 8, the term ‘hit’ is associated with human, road, pedestrian, accident, etc.
- On further exploring the term ‘accident’, it is discovered that the terms like car crash and death are also associated with the parent term.
- All these terms are closely associated with driving hazards caused during car driving.

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
- SAS Sentiment Analysis Studio gives a quick overview of classification of the opinions into positive and negative.
- Keeping 20% of the data aside, Statistical model is built which uses 80% of the remaining data for training and 20% for validation purpose.
- With 70.44% overall precision, Smoothed Relative Frequency and No Feature Ranking model chosen as the best model.
- The 20% of the data for testing purpose which produces the below results for positive and negative opinions respectively.

CONCLUSIONS
- Using SAS® Sentiment Analysis Studio, the reviews of any text online can be quickly classified into a positive or negative sentiment. A quick summary can be generated which reflects the sentiments of the person writing this opinion. Such analysis can be extremely helpful to the audience that depends on others opinions before they make any purchase, especially in case of newer technologies like self-driving cars as they are a considerable investment.
- Online Opinions give insights into the peoples expectations from this newer car technology. This information can be leveraged by the auto makers to include different functionalities in their products and shape their marketing campaigns to cater to the needs and expectations of their customers.
- Depending on how often they are utilized together, a relationship can be defined in-between terms using concept links. For example the term like “accident”, “car crash” “Commuting” are strongly associated with “car”. This indicates the fear about safety of these newer and technologically advanced self-driving cars.
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